Accessing JOVE SCIENCE EDUCATION at the Claremont Colleges Library
The product commonly referred to as “JoVE” (the Journal of Visualized Experiments) is a scientific
peer‐reviewed journal composed of videos (rather than articles). JoVE comprises nine subject‐specific
sections: Biology, Neuroscience, Immunology and Infection, Clinical and Translational Medicine,
Bioengineering, Applied Physics, Chemistry, Behavior, and Environment.
The Claremont Colleges Library subscribes to JoVE Science Education, a different product that contains
225 videos from JoVE, organized to support the teaching of fundamental lab research skills.
While the Claremont Colleges Library does subscribe
to a JoVE product, you’ll see this button because we don’t
subscribe to the overall JoVE journal.

SEARCHING in JOVE SCIENCE EDUCATION
The best way to use JoVE Science Education is to browse (rather than using the search box).
(The next page has directions on how to browse.)

If you do search, you will encounter videos not included in the Library’s subscription.
The message above that red button will tell you whether you have access or not:

Yes! You have access to this video.
No, this video is not
included in our subscription
to JoVE Science Education.
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BROWSING in JOVE SCIENCE EDUCATION
JoVE Science Education is meant to be browsed. From the home page (shown below), choose one of
three sections: General Lab Techniques, Basic Methods in Cellular and Molecular Bio, or Model
Organisms I (yeast, Drosophila and C. elegans). Note: We don’t yet subscribe to Model Organisms II.

On the next screen,
choose one of 15 modules.

Each module contains:
 An introductory
video about the
subject of that
module.
 A written transcript
of that video
 A brief, written
summary of that
module’s subject
 Links to five
peer‐reviewed
videos from JoVE
(pre‐selected from
the overall JoVE
journal) describing
applications of that
module’s subject.

Questions? Contact Cynthia Cohen, STEM Librarian (cynthia_cohen@cuc.claremont.edu).

